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Abstract—For high dimensional data, the redundant 
attributes of samplers will not only increase the 
complexity of the calculation, but also affect the 
accuracy of final result. The existing attribute 
reduction methods are encountering bottleneck 
problem of timeliness and spatiality. In order to 
looking for a relatively coarse attributes granularity 
of problem solving, this paper proposes an efficient 
attribute granulation method to remove redundancy 
attribute. The method calculates the similarity of 
attributes according attribute discernibility first, and 
then clusters attributes into several group through 
affinity propagation clustering algorithm. At last, 
representative attributes are produced through some 
algorithms to form a coarser attribute granularity. 
Experimental results show that the attribute 
granulation method based on affinity propagation 
clustering algorithm(AGAP) method is a more 
efficient algorithm than traditional attribute 
reduction algorithm(AR). 
 
Index Terms—attribute granulation, attribute dependability, 
AP clustering, parallel computing 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High dimensional data is a phenomenon in real-world 
data mining applications[1]. The trend we see with data 
for the past decade is towards more observations and high 
dimensions [2]. For high dimensional data, the redundant 
attributes of samplers will not only increase the 

complexity of the calculation, but also affect the accuracy 
of final result. But these attributes are not important 
equally. What people think of above all is dimension 
reduction. That is selecting some important attributes to 
compose an attribute set through certain algorithm. This 
attribute set can be the subset of the original attribute set, 
or be a new attribute set derived from the original 
attribute set through certain algorithm. Thus we can 
solve problems on the coarser attribute granularity.  

Rough set has a wide range of applications in 
pre-processing of massive high-dimensional complex 
data. Attribute reduction is one of the core issues of 
rough set theory. The biggest characteristic of 
attribute reduction algorithm based on the rough set is 
to keep the same classification ability. As information 
technology is developing rapidly, massive and high 
dimensional data sets have appeared in abundance. 
The existing attribute reduction methods are 
encountering bottleneck problem of timeliness and 
spatiality. Although any experts made unremitting 
efforts, the reduction of time and space complexity is 
still current focus of research in this field[3-8]. A 
number of attempts have been made to improve 
attribute reduction algorithm[9-11]. Some people turn 
to reduce dimension through attribute clustering. 

Attribute clustering is to cluster attribute set into 
several subsets according the distance between every 
two attributes. So, after clustering, the attributes those 
separating capacity is similarity are divided into the 
same cluster. These clusters are the subsets of 
original attribute set. Representative attributes are 
produced from each subset, and other attributes are 
reduced. We can solve problems on the coarser 
attribute granularity.  
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This paper puts forth attribute granule and related 
concepts，and then provides an attribute granulation 
method based on AP clustering algorithm according 
to attribute dependability. The method calculates the 
attribute dependability first, and then clusters the 
attributes into several groups according to attribute 
dependability. So, representative attributes are 
produced through some algorithms to form a coarser 
attribute granularity. Algorithm can adjust the number 
and size of attribute granule automatically through the 
change of parameters.  

II. THE DEFINITION AND DIVISION OF ATTRIBUTE 
GRANULE  

Definition 1.Given a information system IS = (U, 
A), A is the attribute set, A1，A2，··· · · ·An are 

subsets of A, A1，A2，······An are called attribute 
granules of universe U. 

Definition 2.A1，A2，······An are attribute 
granules of universe U, the size of attribute granule is 
defined as iii AACardAd == )()( . 

In other words, the size of attribute granule is the 
number of attributes contained in attribute granule. 

Supposed R is the sum of the equivalence relations 
[12], and ,, 21 RRR ∈  for any two elements of the 

whole researching objects: x, y, if exits xR1y ⇒ xR2y, 
we often say R1 is more detailed than R2. That is, 
given two equivalence relations corresponding to two 
different partitions, if one division set is included in 
the other, it shows that the latter set                                        
is bigger than the former one. The former subdivides 
the latter, denoting: 2 1R R< . According to this 
principle, we can get a sequence of equivalence 
relations: 1 1... n nR R R−< < < . R1 is the 
“biggest”(fuzzy) relationship, Rn is the 
“smallest”(detailed)relationship, so a n-level tree will 
be obtained. All the leaf nodes constitute the domain, 
representing the smallest division, bottom-up each 
layer is a partition of the domain.  

Definition3. A1 ， A2 ， · · · · · · An are attribute 
granules of universe U, the corresponding 
equivalence relations 1 2...... nR R R、 is a sequence of 

equivalence relations, and 1 1... n nR R R−< < < , the 
coarser degree of granularity is defined as : A1 is the 
most coarse-grained attribute granule, An is the most 
fine-grained attribute granule . 

In a general way, the bigger attribute granule 
contains more attributes and the corresponding 
equivalence relation is finer. So the attribute granule 
is finer and vice versa.  

We can get a sequence of attribute granule from 
coarse to fine by the way of adding attribute into 

attribute set. So that we can get a granularity world 
from coarse to fine. This is illustrated in figure 1. 

Figure 2 illustrate the effect of attribute set 
division from coarse to fine on boundary region 
and positive regions.          

Attribute granule is a partition of attribute set from 
different perspectives and different levels. Attribute 
granules are obtained in the way of granulating the 
original attribute set. The most coarse-grained 
attribute granule is each attribute, and the 

 

   

      

the most coarse-grained world without any granularity division 

a coarser granularity world divided by a coarser attribute granule 

a finer granularity world divided by a finer attribute granule 

Figure 1. A sequence of attribute granule from coarse to fine 
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Figure 2.  The effect of attribute set division on boundary region and 

positive regions.  
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fine-grained attribute granule is the whole attribute 
set. 

Attribute granule is a kind of the information 
granules. There are several methods to granulating 
attribute set: the division based on equivalence 
relation, the division based on fuzzy set, the division 
based on information entropy, the division based on 
concept lattice, the division based on clustering 
algorithm, and so on. 

The methods of attribute granulation are divided 
into two classes: attribute reduction and feature 
dimension. The former can reduce knowledge under 
maintained the same classification ability of decision 
table; the latter does not emphasize the same 
classification ability. 

III. AP CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

Affinity propagation clustering (AP) is a novel 
message passing algorithm and first be proposed by 
Frey and Dueck in Science[13]. Different from 
algorithms like k-centers clustering, affinity 
propagation doesn't fix the cluster number. In contrast, 
it considers all data points as candidate exemplars by 
simultaneously to avoid an unlucky initializations. 
Affinity propagation takes as input measures of 
similarity between pairs of data points. Real-valued 
messages are exchanged between data points until a 
high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding 
clusters gradually emerges. Affinity propagation has 
been used to cluster images of faces, detect genes in 
microarray data, identify representative sentences in 
this manuscript, and identify cities that are efficiently 
accessed by airline travel. Affinity propagation found 
clusters with much lower error than other methods, 
and it did so in less than one-hundredth the amount of 
time[14-16]. 

In AP algorithm, the similarities s (i, j ) = −|| xi −xj 
||2 between any two data points xi and xj are stored in 
N*N matrix. s (i, j ) and s ( j, i) can take different 
values, this is different from K means algorithm. 
Before clustering, AP takes as input a real number 
s(k,k) for each data point k so that data points with 
larger values of s(k,k) are more likely to be chosen as 
exemplars. These values are referred to as 
“preferences”. If a priori, all data points are equally 
suitable as exemplars, the preferences should be set to 
a common value. This value can be varied to produce 
different numbers of clusters.  

There are two kinds of message exchanged 
between data points. The “responsibility” r(i,k), sent 
from data point i to candidate exemplar point k, 
reflects the accumulated evidence for how well-suited 
point k is to serve as the exemplar for point i, taking 
into account other potential exemplars for point i. The 
“availability”  a(i,k), sent from candidate exemplar 
point k to point i, reflects the accumulated evidence 
for how appropriate it would be for point i to choose 
point k as its exemplar, taking into account the 
support from other points that point k should be an 

exemplar. The responsibilities and availabilities are 
computed using the rules: 

   { }( , ) ( , ) max ( , ') ( , ')
' . . '

r i k s i k a i k s i k
k s t k k

← − +
≠

(1) 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

+← ∑
∉ },{'..'

)},'(,0max{),(,0min),(
kiitsi

kirkkrkia       

(2) 

∑
≠

←
kitsi

kirkka
'..'

)),'(,0max(),(      (3) 

When updating the messages, it is important that 
they be damped to avoid numerical oscillations that 

arise in some circumstances. Each message is set to λ 

times its value from the previous iteration(Rold or 

Aold) plus (1–λ) times its prescribed updated value. 

     RoldRR **)1( λλ +−=       (4) 
          AoldAA **)1( λλ +−=        (5) 

IV. ATTRIBUTE GRANULATION BASED ON ATTRIBUTE 
DISCERNIBILITY AND AP ALGORITHM(AGAP) 

A. Attribute Clustering 
Data clustering is to group a set of data (without a 

predefined class attribute), based on the conceptual 
clustering principle: maximizing the intraclass 
similarity and minimizing the interclass similarity 
[17]. Clustering is one of the important research 
contents in the field of pattern recognition, image 
processing, data mining, machine learning and so on. 
It plays a vital role in aspect of identifying data’s 
intrinsic structure. The study of cluster analysis is 
always the hot focus because of its importance, 
multiple application fields and (the application 
multi-domains as well as) cross-cutting features with 
other research direction. 

According to the difference of classification 
objects, clustering analysis is divided into sample 
clustering and attribute clustering. The former is 
called Q clustering and the later is called R clustering. 
But most of the work is focused on sample clustering 
in data mining. But attribute clustering has very 
important applications in many fields such as data 
preprocessing, association rules mining and so on. 
The essence of attribute clustering is knowledge 
reduction. Knowledge reduction is to remove not 
important or redundant knowledge under the 
condition of keeping the decision-making ability in 
knowledge base. Minimum reduction (contain 
minimum attribute reduction) is expected. 

As information technology is developing rapidly, 
massive and high dimensional data sets have appeared in 
abundance. The existing attribute reduction methods are 
encountering bottleneck problem of timeliness and 
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spatiality. Although any experts made unremitting 
efforts, the reduction of time and space complexity is 
still current focus of research in this field. People turn to 
reduce dimension through attribute clustering.  

The aim of attribute clustering is to cluster 
attributes into several subsets according the similarity 
(such as distance) between attributes. The similarity 
between attributes in different subsets is rather less 
and in the same subsets is comparatively large. So the 
distinguish ability of attributes are similar in each 
group. The distance between clusters is the distance 
between attributes which represent their clusters. And 
then from every attribute subsets, we select 
representative attributes which have the same 
distinguish ability as their subsets. The representative 
attributes of each attribute subsets consist of attribute 
reduction set. 

Attribute clustering has three key problems: 
1) Select attribute similarity function: there are 

many methods suitable for attribute clustering, 
such as distance method, related coefficient 
method, angle cosine method and so on. 

2) Select clustering algorithm: all data clustering 
algorithms are applicable to attribute 
clustering theoretically as long as the 
similarity function is reasonable.  

3) Select representative attributes from each 
attribute subset: there are many methods for 
selecting representative attributes such as 
clustering center, entropy of information, 
weighted attributes method and so on.  

B.  Clustering based Attribute Granulation 
Attribute discernibility ability is the base to 

evaluate the similarity of every two attributes of 
AGAD algorithm.  

Definition 4.  For a knowledge base K= (U,S)，
∀P,Q∈IND(K)， 

/

( )
( )( ) X U QP

P

P X
pos Qr Q k

U U
∈

| |
| |

= = =
| | | |

U
 

( )Pr Q  is defined as the dependency of attribute Q 
to attribute P. 

AGAP algorithm selects ( )Pr Q  as the distinguish 
ability measurement method of attributes. Because 
this measure is easy to understand and calculation, 
and is suitable for various applications.  

(1) Decision table 
If Q is a decision attribute D and P is a condition 

attribute C, ( )Cr D  means the dependency of 
attribute D to attribute C. Condition attributes have 
similar discernibility ability if they have 
similar ( )Cr D . 

It's important to realize that ( )Cr D  reflect 
discernibility ability of single attribute, and it does not 

reflect attribute significance. The value of ( )Cr D  could 
not indicate the degree of its discernibility ability. We can 
cluster attributes into several groups according 
their ( )Cr D , and then, select representative attributes 
from each group to form an attribute set. In this way, a 
coarser attribute granule is received. Table 1 is a decision 
table. 

U a b c d 

1 2 2 0 1 

2 1 2 0 0 

3 1 2 0 1 

4 0 0 0 0 

5 1 0 1 0 

6 2 0 1 1 
The dependency of decision attribute to the condition 

attribute is calculated as below: 
( ) 3 / 6daγ =   ( ) 0b dγ =  
( ) 0c dγ =  

The dependency of decision attribute d to condition 
attribute a, b, c are 0.5, 0, 0. This means attribute b has 
the similar discernibility ability to c. So, the original 
attribute set is divided into two clusters:{ } { }, ,a b c  if 
we use some clustering algorithm. For the second 
set{ },b c , representative attribute is produced after using 
some algorithm based on attribute significance, 
information entropy or other measures. Here we choose a 
simple method to select representative attribute. That is 
selecting any one of it to represent the attribute set. The 
result of attribute granulation is { },a b or{ },a c . 
  This method is supported by attribute reduction based 
on discernibility matrix. The discernibility matrix (table 
2)could be obtained on the basis of table 1: 

TABLEⅡ  

THE DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX BASED ON TABLE 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6
1   
2 a   
3 a   
4 a,b a,b a,b   
5 a,b,c b,c b,c   
6 a,b,c a,b,c a,c a 

The discernibility function is : 

TABLEⅠ  

A DECISION TABLE 
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( )( )( )( )
      ( )( )( )
   

f a a b a b c a b a b c
a b b c a c a
ab ac

= ∨ ∨ ∨ ∨ ∨ ∨
∨ ∨ ∨

= ∨
 

So, the attribute reduction set is { },a b or{ },a c , and 
algorithm is verified. 

(2) Information system 
In information system, attribute clustering is 

performed according to attribute relative dependency. 
And, at sometime, we select attribute relative dependency 
to calculate discernibility ability can obtain a more 
precise answer.  

The method has four steps: 
a) Calculate attribute relative dependency relation 

matrix based on attribute relative dependency 
b) Calculate the distance between every two 

attributes based on attribute relative dependency 
relation matrix 

c) Cluster attribute set into several subsets 
d) Select Representative attribute 
Table 3 is an information system. 
 
 

 
U a b c d 

1 0 1 2 0 

2 1 2 0 2 

3 1 0 1 0 

4 2 1 0 1 

5 1 1 0 2 
Attribute relative dependency are list below: 

( ) 3 / 5b aγ =     ( ) 0c aγ =      

( ) 3 / 5d aγ =     ( ) 2 / 5a bγ =    

( ) 0c bγ =        ( ) 1/ 5d bγ =  

( ) 2 / 5a cγ =     ( ) 2 / 5b cγ =   

( ) 5 / 5d cγ =     ( ) 4 / 5a dγ =   

( ) 2 / 5b dγ =     ( ) 4 / 5c dγ =  
So, attribute relative dependency relation matrix is 

shown as table 4: 
 
 
 

 a b c d 

a 1 3/5 0 3/5 

b 2/5 1 0 1/5 

c 2/5 2/5 1 1 

d 4/5 2/5 4/5 1 

According to this attribute relative dependency relation 
matrix, we could obtain the distance between attributes: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
3 / 5 2 / 5 2 / 5 17 / 5ab = + + =  

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
1 / 5 1 / 5 1 2 / 5 31 / 5ac = + + + =  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2
1/ 5 1/ 5 4 / 5 2 / 5 22 / 5ad = + + + =

    ( ) ( )2 2
3 / 5 1 4 / 5 50 / 5bc = + + =  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2
2 / 5 3 / 5 4 / 5 4 / 5 45 / 5bd = + + + =

    ( ) ( )2 2
2 / 5 1 / 5 5 / 5cd = + =  

So, according clustering method, the original attribute 
set is divided into two clusters {a, c, d} and {b}. Here we 
select representative attribute by the method based on 
information entropy. 

The information entropy of attribute a, c, d are -0.412, 
-0.412, and -0.46. Attribute d is selected to represent the 
attribute set{ }, ,a c d . The result of attribute granulation 

is{ },b d . It’s the coarser attribute granule. The attribute 

reduction set is { },a b  or { },b d through using 
discernibility matrix. So the algorithm is verified. 

C.  A Parallel Attribute Granulation Algorithm based on 
Attribute Discernibility and AP Clustering 

Massively parallel computer (MPC) has been trying to 
pursuit the goal of high-performance. With the entrance 
and mature of Single Chip Multiprocessors to the main 
stream markets, parallel programming is particularly 
important. But at present, supporting parallel computing 
programming model relatively lags behind and has no 
corresponding standard. To a certain extent, this leads to 
the result that parallel programming ideas is still far from 
the mainstream program designer. So, it is unrealistic to 
rely on the compiler to complete serial code to parallel 
code transformation without changing programming habit. 
In order to implement high performance, programmers 
should be devoted to the development of parallel degree 
of applied problems. The basic strategy is to refine 
calculation granularity [18-22].  

Bernstein criteria about two programs p1 and p2 which 
can be executed in parallel is that: P1 input variables set 
and P2 output variables set do not intersect and vice versa. 
Their output variables set also not intersect. For AGAP 
algorithm, attribute subsets obtained through AP 
clustering method are input sets and they do not intersect 
and vice versa. Their output sets do not intersect either. 
So selecting representative attribute can be executed 
concurrently on each attribute set using multi-thread. This 
method could refine calculation granularity and improve 
parallel degree so as to implement high performance. 

We select AP algorithm because it does not need 
initialing clustering centers and the number of clusters. 

TABLEⅢ 
AN INFORMATION SYSTEM 

TABLEⅣ 
ATTRIBUTE RELATIVE DEPENDENCY RELATION MATRIX 
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A parallel attribute granulation algorithm based on 
AP clustering has the following three steps: 
（1）Calculate similarity matrix 

a）Data normalization 

Data normalization can make each attribute value 
be united in a common numerical characteristics 
range.  

C
XXX ''−

=                  (6) 

In Eq. (6), X′ are original data, 'X are the average 
of the original data, C is the variance of the original data. 

The normalized data can be compressed into [0, 1] by 
using extreme value standardization formula in Eq. (7). 

           
minmax

min

''
''
XX

XXX
−

−
=            (7) 

b) Calculate similarity matrix elements 
AGAP calculate similarity matrix elements 

according B of section Ⅳin order to get the similarity 
relation matrix S. In general, we often use attribute 
relative dependency as criterion of attribute discernibility 
ability. Experimental result shows that this method can 
improve accuracy of algorithm. 
(2) Attribute clustering by AP algorithm 
a) Initialization 

s(k,k) are assigned the same value and the value is also 
assigned to parameter P; assign initial values to r(i,k) and 
a(i,k),and store in matrixes R and A; assign initial value 
toλ. 

b）Iteration: 

Calculate R: 
1) calculate R  
calculate r(i,k) ( k=k’) 

2) R=(1-λ)*R+λ*Rold 

Calculate A: 
1) calculate A  
2) calculate a(k,k) 

3) A=(1-λ)*A+λ*Aold 

Judge whether the algorithm meets the following 
conditions, if one of them is satisfied, the iteration 
may be terminated. 

 Exceed the maximum iterating times 
 the change of Information falls below a given 

threshold 
 the selected  clustering center remains stable 

c) Output attributes clustering results 
(3）Select representative attributes in parallel 

Selecting representative attribute can be executed 
concurrently on each attribute set using attribute 
importance degrees，information entropy，or other 
method. Thus, a coarser attribute granularity is 
produced. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

Firstly, Iris data set is used to verify our method. It 
has 150 objects, including 4condition attributes and a 
decision attribute. The dependency of attribute D to 
conditional attribute a1, a2, a3, a4 are0.2133, 0.1267, 
0.7800, 0.6533. Using AP clustering method, they are 
divided into two clusters: {a1, a2}, { a3 } , { a4}. And after 
selecting representative attributes, a coarser attribute 
granularity is produced as {a2, a3, a4}. But the AGAP is 
more efficient than traditional attribute reduction method. 
This can be seen in table Ⅵ. 

Experiment used other three famous data sets in 
UCI data set for the test. Glass Identification data set 
has 214 objects which are divided into float and non 
float including 10 condition attributes and a decision 
attribute. Except incomplete objects, Mushroom data 
set has 5642 objects, including 22 condition attributes 
and a decision attribute. Table Ⅴ  shows the 
characteristics of the four data sets: 

TABLEⅤ.  

CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR DATA SETS IN UCI 

Data set Number of 
samples 

Number of 
attributes 

Iris 150 4 
Glass 

Identification
213 10 

Ionosphere 351 34 
Mushroom 5642 22 

The results of attribute granulation using attribute 
reduction(AR) and AGAP are compared as 
follows(table Ⅵ): 
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For Iris data set, AGAP and AR algorithm have the 

same result {a2,a3,a4} , but traditional algorithm is lower 
than AGAP. For Glass Identification data set, the result of 
AGAP lost attribute a5. For Ionosphere data set, the result 
of AGAP has some extra attributes a1,a4.. For Mushroom 
data set, the result of AGAP lost attribute a16 , a22 and has 
one more arribute a5. But AGAP algorithm has obvious 
advantages in efficiency. 

Experiments show that AGAP algorithm could not 
reach the accuracy of traditional attribute reduction 
method, but the efficiency of AGAP is much higher than 
that of traditional attribute reduction method. AGAP 
method is outperforming traditional attribute reduction 
algorithm for huge and high dimensional dataset 
processing when precision request of attribute granulation 
is not rigid. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides a method of attribute granulation- 
Attribute granulation based on attribute discernibility and 
AP algorithm. The method divided the original attribute 
set into several clusters through AP algorithm according 
attribute discernibility. And then representative attributes 
are produced through some algorithms to form a coarser 
attribute granularity. Experiments show that the 
efficiency of AGAP is much higher than that of 
traditional attribute reduction method. But sometimes 
AGAP algorithm could not reach the accuracy of 
traditional attribute reduction method.  
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Data set 

Attribute granulation results Runtime （s） 

 AR AGAP AR AGAP 
Iris {a2,a3,a4} {a2,a3,a4} 0.6875 0.2832 

Glass 
Identification 

{ a1,a3,a5,a6,a7} { a1,a3, a6,a7} 8.0756 2.0312 

Ionosphere {a14,a16,a28} {a1,a4,a14,a16,a28} 5.2116E+002 5.9639 

Mushroom 
{a2,a3,a4,a6,a8,a10,a13 

,a14,a15,a16,a21,a22} 

{a2,a3,a4,a5, 
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